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Description

1. 3757 ADD : Language Custom and all
language ﬁles system holding - Proposal
MOD ADD for Trunk 7x
As I can't access in "edit/delete" mode to #3757, I add this one for complements.
The problem of access to whishlist is reported in : #3767

Complements :
To be able to hold FIX in language ﬁles without
direct corrections
The fact to have to commit the full language.php for a language when we have to make a change into
an invalid translation has multiple not suitable eﬀects :
you can't follow changes
you can't check and think about
you can't validate

The new changes with array fusion make forbidden the fact to alter the (system) language with
custom.php or other
I enhance my proposal with the FIX-*-language.php ﬁles with are merged and not fused with after all
others.
The ﬁnal aim is to make a merge and automatic rewrite of language.php from the merged array
"$lang_$lg" from validated ﬁx.

To ﬁles are naturally sorted (normal - UTF8):
1. language.php or SYSTEM-*-language.php
2. custom.php or CUSTOM-*-language.php
3. FIX-*-language.php

the "*" is a part of the name which has meaning (content) and can be sorted.
particularly non yet translated parts can be separated from main SYSTEM and marked.
Progressive and controlled (repartition of job for example) translation can be done.
Best regards
Trebly
(ref:B10126-03)
PS : I am particularly sensibles on this because I made each day changes and I think not eﬃcient to
commit the full French language each day but a little FIX with what+date seems a good solution.
Importance
6
Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
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